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Technologies Scopes

Discrete Components
Active compnents that supply energy to circuitry (i.e. transitors, diodes, generators, 
voltage/current sources) and passive components that can only recieve energy 
(i.e. resistors, inductors, transformers)

Analog Covers data converters, switch and multiplexers, amplifiers/comparators, 
voltage regulators and interfaces

Logic FPGA/PLD - Field Programmable Gate Array/Programmable Logic Devices, Standard 
Cell, Embedded DRAM (eDRAM) - Embedded dynamic random access memory

Sensors MEMs, Pressure Sensors, Accelerometer Sensors, Temperature Sensors, Magnetic 
Field Sensors, Other Sensors

Packaging
Semiconductor packaging that provides protection against impact and corrosion. 
For example, holding contact pins or leads which are used to connect from external 
circuits to the device, and dissipates heat produced in the device.

Clocking & Frequency 
Generation

Clock and frequency generation focus on providing integrated circuits with synchronised 
frequencies to be distributed to other components for predictable actions. Also includes 
applications mentioning PLL, VOC’s, high and low pass filters.

Processor Circuitry and 
Operations

Circuitry components relating to; pipelines, bus interfaces, control (programmable 
bits), instructions, interrupt architecture, branch prediction,  mathematical 
operations, memory management, cache policies, ALU, floating point values, 
registers/pointers/counters. 
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Semiconductor Taxonomy Example (cont.)

Technologies Scopes

Power Management IC level 
(PMU & SoC power)

Power management/IC level implementations and use cases. Includes (independent) 
power domain management, power conversion architectures, DC to DC conversion, 
battery charging, power-source selection, voltage scaling, power sequencing

Microprocessor Compute

Heterogeneous and multi-core processors; alongside memory, IO and other special 
blocks (interrupt handler, job/thread scheduler, power management) on the same die or 
different-die packaged as one. Also covers architectures for server applications and other 
video applications that can process workload by distributing across cores and/or virtually 
across logically partitioned core(s). MPUs included where server management/QoS 
(Quality of Service) from reliability/lifetime, thermal and redundancy standpoint.

SoC Microarchitecture

The components of a system-on-a-chip that allow for the flow of data from various 
components of a device to and from the CPU and GPU and sometimes cellular modem 
of the SOC, including the movement of information between the components of the SoC. 
Concepts include bus or fabric, power management, system memory management, 
file memory management, memory coherence, data input/output management.

AI for Semiconductor 
Design/Lithography

AI that can be used in semiconductor manufacturing for automatic defect detection 
and classification, optical proximity correction, classification of wafer maps and 
electrical testing and optimization modelling. 
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